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Historical Origin: Neutron Polarimeter for E93-038

* Beam charge asymmetry, polarimeter
  efficiency and Ay cancel in the
  “super-ratio” and ratio of asymmetries

* Operation at high luminosity: front array
  is segmented, the rear array is shielded
  from the direct view of the target,
  detectors are located in the bunker

* PROBLEM : NOT suitable for 
measurements at higher Q2

       - Difficult to reach small scattering 
         angles (max of Ay at high energies)

       - Relatively small efficiency 

* Solution proposed for 2004 Proposal
  (viz., bigger front array and converters
  in the rear array) was not sufficient



PAC37 : Detection of Recoil Protons Instead of Scattered Neutrons 

* Easy detection of 300-500 MeV protons via
  TOF and dE-E techniques

* Comfortable access to the small scattering
  angles of neutrons

* Segmented and distributed analyzer (easy
  escape of protons and control on
  double-scattered neutrons)

* Issues:
  - No full coverage of top/bottom acceptance
  - 5th and 6th Sections (too small efficiency with
    too many detectors)



Plan A: Let's Glue Detectors in Top/Bottom Arrays

Pros: Maximal acceptance & minimal number of electronics channels

Cons: Low granularity & possible handling problems



Preferable Plan B: Let's Keep Top/Bottom Detectors Separated 

Light collection is 90-deg rotated 
on one side (using prism shown 
in red) to achieve high packing 
in top/bottom arrays 

Pros:

  - Better granularity

  - Easier handling of detectors

  - Bigger path for TOF 

  - 160-cm detectors allow achieve
    very good acceptance coverage

Cons:

  - Bigger number of electronics
    channels

  



Updated Neutron Polarimeter (see details in 2012 talk) 

         Simulation: 
Fluka 2011.2.9 + MCEEP-generated 

flux of neutrons

Visible increase of 
polarimeter efficiency even 
with only 4 sections in the 

polarimeter



Control on Scattering Angle to Maximize Ay for Elastic and QE np

V.P. Ladygin, JINR preprint E13-99-123

✔

✔
* Non-zero analyzing power is 
located at small scattering angles of 
neutrons (with possible flip at higher 
angles)

* Control of the neutron scattering 
angle with accuracy of 1.5-2 degrees 
requires the control of recoil proton 
scattering angle with accuracy of 5-6 
degrees; that requires 10-15-cm 
z-position resolution in the 
top/bottom arrays. Our polarimeter 
provides ±5-7 cm (with 10-cm bars)

OK



Maximal FOM: Separation of Inelastic Events from Elastic and QE

- Elastic

- Quasielastic: Nucleons as secondary particles

- Inelastic: Other secondary particles (mostly pions) accompany the nucleons (shown in
  Yellow)

Reconstruction of scattering event kinematics is highly 

desired. (Viz., we need PID and position/angle resolution.)



First Step: Analysis of Multiplicity



Time Resolution of Analyzer: Selection of Quasielastic en 

Cut on the SHMS-NPOL Analyzer time difference is an important part 
of selection of e-n quasielatic scattering events in the target.

High mean-time resolution (as better as possible, but definitely better 
than 1 ns) is desired for neutron bars in the polarimeter analyzer. 



Optimal Spin Precession in the Dipol 

* Precession on χ degrees provides access to the same
  polarization vector projection as precession on (180-χ) deg.

* However the high-magnetic-field precession is required
  to remove the charged particles (including high-energy
  protons from QE e-p scattering) from NPOL acceptance.
  VERY IMPORTANT for vetoes dead time!!!

* Problem: one dipole has not enough field integral;
  two dipoles take more space along the beam. 



Very Good Question: 
  How thick walls/roof we need for our detector hut?

No good answer at the moment. 
Simulation of backgrounds in the upgraded Hall C 

might help (Pavel?).



BACKUP   SLIDES



Ay for Quasielastic np:

A.A. Yershov et al., Int. Spin Phys. Symposium, Trieste, 2004



Figure-of-Merit

P
n
 (MeV/c)                           2.9                     3.6                     4.5

Ay(np)                                  0.1                    0.08                  0.06

Eff (QE+ela)                     0.016                  0.013               0.0090
Eff (Inela)                         0.056                  0.061                0.0621

FOM(QE+ela) x104           1.64                    0.80                    0.32
FOM(Inela)     x104           1.40                    0.97                    0.56
FOM(Total)   x104             3.04                    1.77                    0.88

Cos_corr                           0.85                    0.85                    0.85
  
FOM(Corr)   x104              2.58                    1.50                     0.75

FOM (PAC37)  x104          2.07                    1.68                     1.06



Ways to increase FOM

* Event Separation:
   - Reconstruction with dE-E and TOF techniques (good-quality
     amplitude and time measurements are required)
   - Multiplicity analysis (high segmentation of top/bottom arrays is
     required => Plan B)
   - Keep charged particles (from the target) away of polarimeter
     acceptance (viz., extreme importance of high-field dipole)

* Increase acceptance: 
   - TOF analysis of “backward-directed” particles
   - Consider detection of leading nucleon (viz., “good-old-fashion”
     way we used for E93-038)

* Non-zero analyzing power outside 5-15-degrees region

* “Reconstruction” team is required
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